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So you wanna be a Radio Star?

Your guide to campus & community radio
programming with Local 107.3fm

Everything you need to know about creating, producing
and maintaining your own weekly community radio program,
from conception to broadcasting to podcasting, and much more!
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Local-FM Contact Information
General Contact & Communications

Staff Contact Information

Station Office Phone: 506.648.5667
Booth/Request phone: 506.648.5925
E-mail: cfmh@unbsj.ca
Public Service Announcements: psa@cfmh.ca
Advertising Department: advertising@cfmh.ca
Music Department: music@cfmh.ca

Station Manager: Brian Cleveland
Phone (cell): 506-608-4379*
E-mail: brian@cfmh.ca

Online (Website & Audio): localfm.ca
Twitter: @local1073fm
Ustream: ustream.tv/channel/cfmh-107-3fm
Youtube: youtube.com/user/CFMHLocal1073fm

Program Director: Jud Crandall
Phone (cell): 506-608-8891*
E-mail: programming@cfmh.ca
Other Important Contact Information
UNBSJ Security Office
Phone: 506-648-5675

*NOTE: Staff cell numbers listed are for emergency use ONLY. All other calls may be directed to the Office.
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So, You Wanna be a local-FM Disk Jockey?

If you are reading this you are already taking the first step in
your journey to the radio airwaves. Before we get into our
training, let’s talk a little about Local-FM and the purpose of
this manual.
Local-FM has been an integral part of the Saint John
community for just over two decades. With humble
beginnings as a club for students at the University of New
Brunswick – Saint John campus, the station incorporated
as Campus Radio Saint John Inc. in 1991 and in 2001 began
broadcasting with a 49 watt transmitter. With constant
support from both the campus and community, CFMH
applied to the CRTC for a power increase from 49 to 250
watts (which was granted in 2007). We are one of Canada’s
newer campus-based community radio stations (celebrating
our 10th on-air anniversary in 2011) and the only one in
Southwest New Brunswick.
To date, CFMH has won four awards:
Best Small Station in 2002 Standard Radio Awards of 		
Excellence
Best Radio Station in the 2008 Best of Saint John Music Poll
Best Radio Station in the 2009 Best of Saint John Music Poll
CKLN Community Development Award in the 2012 NCRA/		
ANREC Community Radio Awards
The Best of Saint John music poll has since moved to awarding
a yearly best Radio Program and DJ where our programmers
have continued to win exclusively. Currently, the station is

one of two community based stations in the area, but is the
only open-format station available. Any community member
may apply for a show as long as it adheres to the CRTC
guidelines and does not have restrictions placed on them by
the station. All other radio stations in the area are commercial
based, aside from the CBC.
Local-FM is located on the campus of UNBSJ which
comprises roughly 3000 students. Our membership ranges
between 50-80 volunteers of which there tends to be an
even split between students
In this guide we and community members. The
hope to impart
station’s staff consists of two
regular
employees:
Station
much of the
Manager
and
Programming
knowledge you
are going to need Director. The majority of our
to get you started funding comes from a student
media
levy,
fundraising,
in the world of
donations, advertising, and
community radio. grants.
In this guide we hope to be able to impart much of the
knowledge you are going to need to get you started in the
world of community radio from filling out your application
all the way to mixing down your radio show for rebroadcast.
We look forward to hearing you on the air and, with this guide
helping you along, we are certain you will be an unstoppable
radio machine.
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FIRST PAPERWORK: Filling Out The Application

Applications can be picked up from the station office (UNBSJ,
Thomas J Condon Student Centre, Rm 235) or online at
localfm.ca. When filling out the application, it is important to
keep three things in mind:
1) Write as clearly as possible
2) Be honest
3) Follow instructions
If you fill in the application clearly and follow all the
instructions this will be your fast track to the airwaves.
Honesty is important when filling out the application. Filling
out the application with answers you think we want, rather
than with what you want to do, can cause complications later
on. The application is your chance to begin planning and
brainstorming what you hope do do with your radio show,
so please feel free to be as creative as you like, consider your
capabilities, and craft the show that you want to broadcast
to the community.
Fill in the form to the best of your abilities and do not skip
any portions. However, do not fret about making any errors,
as it will just present a teaching opportunity. It is important
to keep in mind that we want your application approved
and we want you on the air. If you have any difficulties with
the application, please get in touch with us by visiting the

station, giving us a call at (506) 648-5667, or contacting us
through our website localfm.ca
Last, but not least, follow the instructions on the application.
All information asked for on the application serves to both
help you build your program concept, as well as show us that
you have a strong concept, however simple or complex it
may be, and neglecting to complete the form may hurt your
chances to get involved at Local-FM

The application Once your application is
approved you will be contacted
is your chance to by our Programming Director.
brainstorm what They will inform you when
you hope do do your training session will be. If
you are a community member,
with your radio
you will also be asked to pay
show and craft
your membership fee. Student
the show that you already pay their membership
want to broadcast fees through a media levy, and
to the community. membership fees go towards

operational costs of supporting
our programmers as well as maintaining equipment and
resources for broadcasting.
Isn’t this exciting? We are now off to your first responsibility
as a disk jockey on Local-FM.
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FIRST DUTY: TRAINING & ORIENTATION
You have filled out the application and been approved for a
show. Congratulations! Now it’s time for the next step: Training.
Your orientation & training session is your first responsibility
as a member of the Local-FM family, and it is crucial to be in
attendance and on time for your session. The Programming
Director will do their best to work out a time when all the
new DJ’s requiring training can attend. Communicate with
them if there are any issues ahead of time.
In your training session, our Programming Director will
cover all the basics you will need to know. This will include
equipment use, show preparation, tracking sheets, CRTC and
Local-FM broadcast policies and best practices, and more.

expect you to be on time and stay for the full time. If you
cannot show up, you are expected to provide fill-in content
like a prerecorded show or a mix-down of an old show or
have another DJ fill in. As a volunteer, planning and being
aware of being able to manage your own responsibilities and
committments is paramount.
Communication: If something is wrong, if you need help,
or anything you can even fathom we should know about
communicate with us and your fellow DJ’s. Do not assume
someone else will tell us. Further to this, with over 60 volunteer
members, it is imperative to communicate with staff by email only whenever possible. Excepting emergencies or last

Your orientation & training session is your first responsibility as a member of the
Local-FM family, and it is crucial to be in attendance and on time for your session.
Communicate with them if there are any issues ahead of time.
Many of these topics will be touched upon in this training
manual.
Some of the more important things that will be covered in
your training session are:
Be respectful: This includes respecting the staff, other DJ’s
and volunteers, and the station, as they will respect you.
Community radio is a huge, collaborative effort, and this
involves sharing resources, work space, time slots, equipment
and much more.
Be responsible: Your hour is your responsibility and we

minute needs, this keeps the majority of communications in
one area (rather than via multiple personal and social media
platforms), ensuring staff’s prompt and thorough ability to
meet any and all volunteer needs via one work-oriented
forum.
Ask Questions: Stemming from the importance of
communication, if you need help, don’t understand
something, or want to know more, ask questions. The staff
are here to help you.
Next, we are going to cover some DOs and DON’Ts.
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RULES OF THE AIRWAVES
There are many rules to broadcasting on the airwaves in
Canada and a handful more Local-FM house rules. This is
by no means a complete list of the broadcasting rules but a
selection of the most important ones. If you can make certain
to follow the “DOs” and avoid the “DON’Ts,” you will almost
certainly have clear sailings as a Local-FM volunteer. Also,
please refer to the Glossary at the back for explanation of any
unfamiliar terms.
The Musts (or, the “DOs”)
1. Fill out log sheets in their entirety (especially CRTC
Content Categories)
2. Canadian Content - 35% Open Format, 15% Specialty, 7%
Ethnic
3. New/Playbox Music - 15% Open Format, 5-10% Specialty
(and mark plays)
4. Hits - less than 10%, avoid commercial music/artists
5. Calculate own content percentages at bottom of Log
Sheets
6. Log talk time, beginning and end (including PSA`s, etc.,
even if you do not log other times)
7. Station IDs at least every half-hour (News on the hour
weekdays 9am-7pm)
8. Check for new PSAs/Ads/Playbox Music each week
9. Language: DJs always PG, Music PG before 7pm, PG-13
7-9pm, R after 9pm
10. Communicate clearly, early and often with staff for any
and all needs
11. Participate in supporting all on-air Local-FM initiatives,
fundrasiers, etc.
The Must Nots (or, the “DON’Ts”)
1. Food/drinks in the studios
2. Theft/removal of station property from premises
3. Alcohol/drug use or being under the influence during
program
4. Misuse/disregard for station property/resources
5. Disregard for appropriate communications with staff
6. Abuse/harassment/mistreatment of station members/
guests
7. Allow untrained DJs on-air alone
8. Cause dead air
9. Slanderous, prejudiced or irresponsible language or
content
10. Unapproved use of Local 107.3fm name, brand,
members, organization, etc. in public
11. Broadcast internal concerns, however always feel free
bring these to the attention of Staff
Now that we know what we can and can’t do, let’s get ready
for your show.
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showtime: maintainig a weekly program

Show preparation can be the difference between simply filling
airtime and producing an amazing show that has purpose. It
can also give the appearance of confidence when you are on
the mic. Radio show preparation is not scripting out every
word of your program in advance nor following a formula or
a blueprint from which you dare not deviate. Show prep is
having a game plan that works for you in creating a program
that has a voice all its own.

events, local events or more.

Broadly speaking, show preparation begins with considering
the identity and purpose of your program. This may change
over time, but as long as you use this concept as a guiding
force, your show will almost produce itself each week.
Consider the following:

Show prep
is having a
game plan that
works for you
in creating a
program that
has a voice all
its own.

What your show is: Imagine your show as thing or activity,
and define what that thing is.
What your show does: Based on what your show is, what is
the function or purpose of your show?
Who the host is: Who are you as a host for the show you are
hosting? Is the show host-driven or content-driven? How can
you as the host make the show (What is is) have the desired
effect on the airwaves (What it does)?
Now that your show has identity and purpose, weekly show
prep can include very basic things such as planning out
music, having a little research collected about some of the
bands or tracks you are playing so you can discuss it with
your audience, or knowledge of what’s in the news, world

Always try to keep the information relevant to what you
are doing on the air. For example, if your show is about
new Canadian music, there is little sense talking for twenty
minutes about what happened last night on TV. Instead, try
to focus on the new Canadian music you just played. Some
things you may want to consider talking about on air are the
following (this is, by no means, a comprehensive list):
Up-coming local tour dates
The last time the band, the artist, the
guest, etc. were here
Other bands the members are in
Awards or accomplishments of the artist

The possibilities are endless regardless
of what kind of show you are hosting.
You have the Internet at your fingertips
and it has more than enough information to fill up a lifetime
of radio shows. For music or spoken word programming,
there are innumerable resources to inform your banter, such
as AllMusic.com, Wikipedia, blogs, news sites, etc.
A little planning can go a very long way to making your radio
show the best it can be. The better your show is the more
people will tune in and stay tuned in, and the easier it will
be on you as a host to maintain quality as well as your own
engagement with the program each week.
You are now ready to get on the airwaves.
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what do all these buttons do?

So, you’re sitting in the studio wondering what all these
things are in front of you. Some you may recognize, some you
may not. Most likely, the only thing you will not recognize will
be the mixer in front of you. We will cover that at the end of
this chapter as it will require the most explanation. For now,
let’s take a look at the easy stuff. Depending on your choice
of media, some of the equipment being discussed may never
be used during your radio show, with the exception of the
mixing board.
CD PLAYERS: To begin, let’s look at the CD players. There are
two located on your left if you are sitting in the control seat
(the control seat is the one in front of the mixing board right
in the middle of the room). Although they may look different,
they operate the same as every other CD player or DVD player
with buttons on the front. There is one exception; they are set
to play a single track and then stop. This will give you the
opportunity to play your next track or start your voice break
without the next track on the CD interrupting you. If you are
unfamiliar with the operation of a CD player or have further
questions please let your trainer or the station staff know.
CASSETTE DECKS: The Cassette players are located directly
below the CD players on your left hand side. They are the same
as every other cassette player you may have been exposed to
as far as the operation of it goes. If you are unfamiliar with
the operation of a cassette player or have further questions,
please let your trainer or station staff know.
COMPUTER: The computer can be used to play music via a
USB drive or from our digital playbox, along with playing the
news, PSAs, Ads, Station Ids, etc. In addition to playing audio
you can also use the PC to keep in contact with your fans
via social networks, find out information about the artist you
are playing, the weather, news and more. If you are unsure
how to operate a computer, please contact your trainer or a
station staff member.
Note: Use of streaming audio is highly discouraged for
broadcasting. While streaming audio may be a necessary
evil when other options are not available and you need that
track or soundbite, it is recommended that, if possible, audio
is captured ahead of time to convert to MP3 (please check
with staff on how this can be done). This is due to the various

problems that can present themselves in using streaming
audio, including but not limited to stream buffering,
advertisements, poor audio quality, etc.
TURNTABLES: To the right of the computer, there is a set of
turntables that will allow you to play from our selection of
vinyl records. If you are comfortable using a set of turntables,
please feel free. Both turntables are lined through a small DJ
mixer, allowing for crossfading and other mixing functions
unique to vinyl use that are not present on the main mixer.
Otherwise, please ask your trainer or a staff member for
further training and instruction if you desire to use them.
AUX CABLE: The auxiliary input cable can be located next to
the mixer on the left hand side. It has a male 1/8” connector
also known as a 3.5mm headphone plug. This will fit most
digital devices you can play audio from including laptops,
mp3 players and smartphones. Other audio devices can
be plugged in via various adapters. Please contact staff
before you plug in anything not designed to be used via a
headphone jack to avoid damaging equipment. It is best
practice to keep the volume on the device no higher than
80% to help avoid distortion and poor audio heard over the
airwaves.
MICROPHONES: The microphones are located on stands in
the studio. The microphone’s sliders on the mixer are labeled
accordingly and we will be covering their use shortly. When
using the microphone please keep a few inches between you
and the mic. A good rule of thumb is about the width of your
fist. Do not yell into the mic as it will distort and do not turn
away from the mic when on the air (with the exception of
coughing and sneezing) because the mic will be unable to
pick you up and the listeners will be unable to hear you.

MONITORS: The headphones in the booth allow you to
monitor your audio. It is best practice than when on the air to
use them to monitor vocal levels. For booth monitors, there
are two speakers located on the shelf to your left. To your
right, under the counter top, a home stereo receiver controls
the speakers. When you are on the air you need to turn the
volume all the way down otherwise you will get an echo and
feedback on the air. When doing this do not hit the big red
button as it will put the station off the air.
MIXER: If the station was a human, the mixer would be the
brain that controls the flow of all audio. The only things that
you will need to worry about are
the following:

The answer to this is the Volume Unit (VU) meter. The VU
meter gives a visual reference to the audio level going out
over the air. It will take a little while to get used to using it but
what you want to do is keep as much of the green lights lit
without lighting up any of the red. If you see red, the audio
level is too loud and could distort. If there is too little green,
no one will hear anything over the air.
Last, but not least, we have the Headphone Volume Knob.
It’s exactly what it sounds like; it adjusts your headphone
volume up or down like any other volume knob you may have
come across in your life. When you want to isolate a track for

Sliders: They go up and down and
are neither buttons nor knobs).
On-air buttons: Big, red and light
up; located immediately above
the sliders).
PFL buttons: Little red buttons
directly above the big red buttons.
They control what you hear or do
not hear in your headphones.
Headphones volume control: A
blue knob labeled headphone
next to where the headphones
plug in).
VU meter: Located on the back
panel; two rows of lights that go
from the bottom green to red
depending on the volume).
Channels: The board is split into
channels. Each channel consists
of a slider, on-air button and PFL
button. For your convenience,
they are also clearly labeled to
correspond to an audio source
such as the Aux Input or the CD
players. To enable a channel, you
need to press the on-air button. If
you have done this successfully,
the button will light up red letting
you know that channel is on.
Once the channel is enabled, you can adjust the volume
using the slider. For most situations, you will want to set the
slider to unity (the zero marker beside the slider) as it will
give you the average volume level for every audio source in
the studio. Not all audio is average though. Maybe you are
a little soft spoken or the new CD you are playing is mixed
rather loud. In instances like these, and many others, you are
going to need to adjust the volume using the slider. But, how
do you know when you need to do that?

previewing by headphones, you must press the PFL button
and turn down the track`s slider to hear that track alone.
There are some more advanced components in the studio
including an on air phone hybrid and pre-fade listening
feature. For more information on the uses and additional
features of the studio, please see your trainer or a member
of the staff.
Now that you know how to use the microphone, the question
remains, what are you going to do with it?
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you have the mic, now what?

Say something; that’s the most important part and the
hardest part for some people but there are ways to make it
easier and make you sound more confident on the air. One
of the biggest ones (as silly as it sounds) is to pretend you
are not talking to an audience, but are having a conversation
with someone you are comfortable and confident around. It
might be your mother, significant other, sister, brother, best
friend, etc. Another important thing we have already covered

of how many are listening. Try to create an experience for
the individual and always look for ways to improve that
experience.

in this manual is the need to be prepared or, at the very least,
have an idea of what you are going to say before you get on
the mic. If you feel stuck, move on to the next song or topic
and avoid rambling. Furthermore, heed this rule of thumb:
never use two words when one will do.

the power of your words and never use language that may
be oppressive, exclusionary, slanderous or prejudiced in any
way. For example:

When on the mic, something to keep in mind is that despite
its passive nature, the radio can be a very personal medium.
Address people directly and try to avoid using terms like “you
all”, “listeners”, or anything that pluralizes them. Try using
direct terms as it makes it easier for the listener to connect
with you.

Generalizing subcultures, lifestyles or ethnicities as “them,” etc.

It makes the listener feel like they are involved in the
conversation. It can also help with your confidence on the air.
Remember, you can really only talk to one person regardless

Another very important aspect to speaking on the
microphone is to understand your responsibility to your
listeners. Words can be very powerful things, even when we
do not intend or understand them to be. Please be aware of

“That`s so gay.”
Sharing personal information of others
Endorsing prejudice or violence, tacitly or otherwise
When you speak, it is your voice as well as Local-FM`s voice
being broadcast – we must be conscious of using this voice
wisely on the public airwaves.
You are now well on your way with your radio show. What do
you do once that show is over?
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PRODUCTION: NOT JUST ANOTHER PRETTY WORD
Once your radio show episode is finished, there will be high
quality logger audio just waiting for you to mixdown. This
serves a few purposes. It can be used to cover for an excused
absence, to be rebroadcast in a different time slot, or in
some cases, you can podcast or syndicate your program to
another campus/community radio station. So, let’s head on
over to Studio B (the production studio) right next to Studio
A (the broadcast booth). If you find you have any difficulties

You will see these as Waveforms.
Important: Logger files are Read-Only. If you want to save
them to edit later, you must copy and paste them into your
own program folder, but this is not necessary for regular
mixdown.
If your Program is one hour or less skip to EDIT now
COMBINE: (if more than one hour): Open the second hour of
your program in Edit view and select all. Now, open the first
hour of your program in Edit view and paste the second hour
at the end of the first hour to create one file for your entire
program.
EDIT: In Edit view, use your cursor to select portions of
audio that are before or after your show (at beginning or
end). Select and delete these portions, and Fade if necessary
(select the grey square at the top corner of the Waveform and
pull away from edge to Fade audio). Be sure to select and cut
out hourly news if your program is on a weekday.
MASTER: Still in Edit view, you must now Master of compress
your audio to optimize for broadcast. Zoom out and select
the entire file (Control-A). It will show as highlighted if done
correctly. At the top of the screen, go to Effects>Amplitude
and Compression>Multiband Compression>Broadcast.
Allow time for processing.
Once compression is done it is now time to adjust the
volume. Make sure your file is highlighted then select at the
top of the screen Effects>Amplitude and Compression> hard
limiting>limit to -3db (Important: with 0db amplification)
then click OK and give time to process.
SAVE: Save the file (Control-S). Then select the correct
folder for your show. Make sure the “Save as Type” has MP3
selected.

with any of the steps to mixdown your show, you can set up
further training with our staff any time.
OPEN: Open Adobe Audition icon on desktop. If your show
spans one hour or less be sure you are in Edit view (see option
near the top left of screen). If your show spans more than one
hour Be sure you are in Multitrack view (see option near the
top left of screen).

CHECK YOUR FILE: Double check that file mixdown is
successful by playing in Winamp.
CLOSING YOUR SESSION: If all is well then, in Multitrack
view on Adobe Audition, select File>Close All and Do Not
Save (your exported file is already saved in your folder). If you
wish to save your session, please do so in your show folder in
My Documents on the Production PC.

LOCATE: Find Logger audio on the Y Drive in My Computer.
In the folder labeled Direct, find the folder with your show
based on Date and Time. Times are listed in 24-hr time and
broken into 1 hour segments.

There are many other things that can be done in Adobe
Audition. You can make promos for your show, station ids,
PSA’s, ads and more. For further instruction, please contact
station staff and they will get you on your way in the world
of production.

DRAG/DROP: Drag and drop your file(s) into left-hand
sidebar of Adobe Audition and wait for them to appear there.

It has been smooth sailing so far, but what if something has
gone wrong?
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Everything Goes Wrong: Troubleshooting basics

In all cases: don’t panic. Keep something playing, never leave
the station with dead air, and never leave the station after
something unexpected has happened without immediately
reaching out to and informing Local-FM Staff.
DEAD AIR AFTER YOUR SHOW: Either a DJ has not arrived or
a playlist has not launched.
1. Check that the slider from the office PC is turned on and
turned up (the slider with the yellow “Leave On”).
2. Telephone Programming Director first, and then if necessary
Station Manager.
3. If nobody is available, e-mail both staff.

2. E-mail Programming Director immediately to let them
know.
PLAYLIST INTERRUPTS YOUR SHOW: There has been
either a programming error or you are in when you are not
scheduled.
1. Check the schedule in the booth to confirm whether there
should be a show starting.
2. If this is not time for the next scheduled show, slide Office
PC slider (yellow “Leave On”sticker) down to continue your
scheduled broadcast. You must turn the slider back up when
you are finished your program.
3. E-mail Program Director immediately to inform him of the
error.
4. However if this is a time for another scheduled show, stop
what you are playing and let the playlist run.
EQUIPMENT FAILURE: Something is not functioning as you
expect it to.
1. Don’t panic: Play something via other media while you
pause and check for the problem.
2. Check your media: It may be that your media is the issue.
Check to be sure you aren’t dealing with an old CD or CDR,
a corrupt audio file or buffering/frozen streaming audio/
video.
3. Retrace your steps: Check that any necessary sliders
are up, channels turned on, monitor is on and turned up,
headphones are plugged in and turned up, etc. Do not alter
or adjust anything that you are not familiar with.

4. If there is no response or they are not online, look to the
schedule on the bulletin board and leave a Winamp playlist
of Digital Playbox music (in the Drop-Box) running to fill time
until the next show after that begins – please be accurate
in filling the time (if there is 51 minutes until the next show,
schedule *only* 51 minutes).
5. E-mail both staff immediately to tell them you have done
this. Never leave the booth following an unexpected absence
without informing staff immediately.
6. Never leave the station with Dead Air.
DEAD AIR BEFORE YOUR SHOW: Either a DJ did not arrive or
a playlist did not launch.
1. Put something on-air immediately to fill time until you
begin your show.

4. Don’t make a mountain out of a molehill: Continue
broadcasting using other media regardless and inform your
show neighbor of the perceived malfunction – perhaps they
can help.
5. If you cannot find the reason for the perceived malfunction
and it is integral to your broadcast, call staff immediately. If
you cannot reach them, email staff immediately and let them
know.
EVERYTHING TURNS OFF: Everything turns off on you.
1. Look to your right, beneath the counter for the switch
labeled “Leave On”.
2. If a switch has been turned off, you have likely bumped
it with your knee. Turn the switch on and continue
broadcasting.
3. If switch is still on, see Equipment Failure.
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I’m Going To miss My
Show: solutions for
hiccups, hiatuses &
taking time off

We understand that things can happen that can cause us to
be unable to make a show. Luckily, we have policies in place
to help avoid complications. The most important lesson you
can take away from this chapter is to communicate with us.
This chapter may read a little more rigorously than earlier
chapters, but we have found that keeping loose ends tied up
and having a clear procedure helps the station as a whole run
smoothly. Furthermore, it helps staff to help you better, and
that is our main job – to make sure we are able to help you
continue broadcasting!
Programming Notification policy
In all cases, any programming notifications must be
submitted to the Programming Director in writing via e-mail
(programming@cfmh.ca) and must include the following
information in the body of your e-mail (not just in subject
heading):
1) The name of your show
2) The date(s) to be taken off (be specific – no “tomorrow”,
“next”, “few”, etc.)
3) A return date (if multiple episodes are taken off)
4) How your timeslot should be filled in during that time
In special cases of late notification, weather or emergency,
see below.
You are expected to submit new, encore or indicate use of
previous recorded content if you cannot make your show
(you can schedule training and studio time by e-mailing
production@cfmh.ca). You may also have another DJ fill-in.

See below for details on fill-ins and content submission.
Notification Deadlines: For Tuesdays through Thursdays,
notification must be received no later than 4pm the previous
day (i.e., 4pm Tuesday for a Wednesday absence). For Fridays
through Mondays, notification must be received no later than
Thursday 4pm. The Programming Director or Station Manager
must confirm receipt before the notification is complete or
the responsibility remains with you as a Programmer.
Late/Last-Minute Notifications: Late notifications will
be taken on a case by case basis, but in these cases
the responsibility is ultimately yours as the scheduled
broadcaster, if communication is not successful. In case of
late notices, e-mail programming@cfmh.ca and brian@cfmh.
ca, or telephone 648-5667, and the Programming Director or
Station Manager must confirm receipt before the notification
is complete or the responsibility remains with you as a
Programmer. Exceptions will always be made in cases of
emergency, sickness, etc. (see ‘Emergencies’ below).
Weather Concerns: In case of inclement weather, our
broadcast will go on and you will be expected to attend. If you
are aware of inclement weather and expect that you may not
be in for your program, follow the regular or late notification
procedures outlined above (if you are contacting us as a late
notification, you may still bear responsibility of coming in).
Notification is not complete until the Programming Director
or Station Manager confirms receipt.
Transportation Concerns: In all cases, you are expected to
provide your own transportation to and from your radio

program, including taking advantage of public transportation
such as Saint John Transit, cab companies, etc., when your
regular transportation is unavailable.
Emergencies: Emergencies will be entertained in all cases. If
possible e-mail programming@cfmh.ca and telephone 6485667, or if very short notice, telephone the booth at 648-5925
to tell your show neighbour.

ready to be retrieved.
6) Avoid notification without a fill-in plan. If no content is
submitted it should be out of necessity only, and in all cases
it is preferred that some content or fill-in be arranged to fill
your timeslot.
time off/hiatus policy

Content Submission & Fill-Ins: In all cases and whenever
possible, you must provide content to fill the timeslot you
are taking off. The following are your options, in order of
best to worst case. All content submission and fill-ins must
be confirmed and delivered by notification deadline, and
should roughly 2-5 minutes shorter than your timeslot (i.e.,
1hr timeslot = 55-58minute pre-record if possible; please
do not submit programs that are full 30, 60, 90, 120 minute
program lengths).

Hiatuses are never a bad idea. Most of us are volunteers, and
all of us are personally invested in our activities here at LocalFM. As such, recharging the batteries is never discouraged for
any station member. Take a week here and there as needed,
but remember that you still have a committment to maintain
even when taking vacations, breaks or anything else that
you wish to have a radio show to return to afterwards. If you
require multiple weeks off consecutively, we do ask that you
follow this procedure:

1) Contact a fellow DJ from the fill-in list posted in the station
to fill-in your timeslot. Confirm their availability and e-mail
programming@cfmh.ca to inform the Programming Director
that they will be
filling in.

1) As with regular program notification, you must follow all
submission guidelines outlined above, especially indicating
specific dates away and when you plan to return.

2) Produce a new
program to fill the
timeslot. Book time
in the production
room by putting
your name on
the calendar or
have station staff
mark your time
down for you. It is
important that you
use the time you
sign up for. If you
need production
assistance, be sure
you give yourself
enough time for
training and anything else needed for you to prepare. E-mail
the Programming Director at programming@cfmh.ca for
production training.
3) Mix down a live show taken from our audio logs. Book time
in the production room to do this, following instructions
posted there. If you need training, e-mail programming@
cfmh.ca and again, allow yourself time to perform this task.
4) Previously submitted content can be used if you have done
so in the past. E-mail the Programming Director and request
use of this programming when you give your notification. If
you require a specific program to be played, please indicate
such.
5) Use your folder in the LOCAL FM SHOWS Folder in the Drop
Box if you provide the Programming Director with any new
content, and always e-mail that your show is now there and

Most of us are
volunteers,
and all of us
are personally
invested in our
activities here
at Local-FM.
As such,
recharging the
batteries is never
discouraged
for any station
member.

2) Please indicate your reason(s)
for the hiatus, be it work,
vacation or personal in nature,
or indicate if it is simply to
recharge your programming
batteries. Your hiatus will not
be contingent upon this, but
it is purely for our information
gathering purposes to help us
better serve and understand
our membership.
3) Before final notification
deadline, you must provide
content or fill-in provisions for
roughly ¾ of the time planned
to be away (i.e., 4 weeks off = 3
shows; 8 weeks = 6 shows, 12
weeks = 8 shows; etc.).

4) If there is difficulty in providing content for your timeslot,
please correspond with the Programming Director to
determine a suitable course of action based on your program
and the duration of your hiatus.
5) At any time, if your program hiatus is to last for longer
that 8 weeks and there is inadequate content or fill-in DJs
provided, Local-FM may be required to temporarily replace
your program on the schedule.
6) A hiatus of 12 weeks or more with inadequate content or
fill-ins provided is to be taken at your own risk in the event
permanent replacement is required.
7) None of this is meant to jeopardize the status of your
program, but is intended only to help you think ahead
towards maintaining your program when the need for a
hiatus arises.

Chapter 11

HOUSEKEEPING: MORE POLICY ON VOLUNTEERS &
PHYSICAL, VIRTUAL & ON-AIR WORKSPACES
I’m sure you can imagine that a family with upwards of 60
members at home can get messy very easily, very quickly. For
this reason, it is highly important that our Local-FM family
all pitches in to keep our collaborative work spaces and
resources tidy and running smoothly. This chapter outlines
some important best practices that will help ensure our
studios, equipment and libraries are well kept for us all to
use. It is broken down into physical and virtual spaces.

addition to this, when you leave your program and there is
not another live DJ on or there is nobody in the office, please
remember to always close the keypad and main doors. We
share a small, collaborative space and doors are useful for
both security and comfortable sharing purposes.

Physical Spaces

please be sure to always turn all channels off and sliders down
if there is not another live DJ following you. Most importantly,
with very few exceptions, please be sure to never turn down
the slider that feeds audio from the automation PC over the
airwaves as this will 100% ensure Dead Air at some point(s)
during that broadcast day until it is turned back up. Do not
adjust the volume on the Programming PC slider unless
absolutely necessary, and in all cases return to full broadcast
volume (unity, or ‘zero’).

Broadcast booth: Be sure to always return all CDs to their
spaces in the library or Playbox, all logs to the appropriate
folder, headphones on their pegs and that all CD players,
turntables, lights, etc., are turned off. Essentially, the broad
rule is to always leave any space or equipment you are using
in as good as or better state than you found it in. Everything
has a place, and whenever possible any gear or materials
should be stored in that place.
Doors: Close them! If you are doing your radio show, there
may still be traffic in our hallway, libraries, office and studios.
While the people in these areas must be mindful of their
conduct and noise, you also have a nice sturdy door on the
room you are working in that you may close at any time. In

Board: Please avoid pressing any buttons on the board other
than those with which you have been trained to use. Also,

Food/Drinks: We have a fridge and microwave for any food
storage/preparation needs you have. You are welcome to
have food and drinks in the foyer and hallways, but please
ensure that no food and drinks are taken into our broadcast
and production studios. Please always clean up any messes
that may occur immediately.

Virtual Spaces
Drop-Box: The Drop-Box is a shared folder that allows you
to access files and documents from the Production Room,
Booth and Office. Inside the Drop-Box there is a Local-FM
Shows Folder in which you are welcome to make your own
show folder. In this folder, you may wish to store program
segments, backing/theme music or any regular/current
elements needed for use on your show. This folder is not
intended as a space into which you record your program or
host production sessions – place only finished MP3s of your
program into your show folder in the drop-box to consolidate
space.
Booth PC: When you are finished your show, please be
sure to sign-out from and/or close any windows, websites,
programs, etc., of which the following DJ will not be making
use. This is important for various reasons, such as protecting
your privacy (Facebook, e-mail, etc.) to ensuring the smooth
functioning and use of the booth PC (Youtube, Grooveshark,
etc.). Incidentally, you should not be relying upon streaming
audio from Youtube, etc.,
for content in your
radio show as these
sources are oftentimes
not up to a standard
of reliability and audio
quality
acceptable
for broadcast. If you
make use of backing
music during your
voice-overs, please be
sure also to stop and
clear these Winamp
playlists.
File
Sharing
&
Labelling:
Always
be sure to store files
you are using in their
appropriate
places.
These should include
the DJs folder on the
booth PC, your show
folder in Local-fm Shows in the Drop-Box, and your show
folder in My Documents on the production PC. There should
be no other places any files you use are being left. Also, be
sure to label any show files accurately, including the name of
your program and the date, generally speaking (i.e., do NOT
label your show “my show this week” because once that time
of broadcast has passed your show may as well essentially be
named “needle in haystack”).
PROBATION PERIOD
New DJs will go through a 2 month (8 week) probation
period starting from their first broadcast date in their
regularly scheduled timeslot. During this time, they will first

be reviewed after 2 weeks by the Programming Committee
for broadcast license compliance, preparedness, planning,
communication, presence/management of guests and
attendance. After this, they will be reviewed on their 5th
week and again on their 8th. Unlike regular Three Strikes
policy, Strikes will be given with zero tolerance during the
probation period and no option for suspension and review
will be made available unless exceptional circumstances
apply. DJs may miss a show during this time, provided they
follow the existing notification process.
GUEST POLICY
We encourage you to have guests on your radio program,
to help share with them the experience of community
broadcasting as well as lend their voice to the free public
airwaves. If you choose to bring a guest on to your program,
you are 100% responsible and answerable for this person’s
conduct while on-air, ensuring they are held to the same
standard of conduct as our programmers. Guests should not be
allowed to direct the course of the program to such an extent
that they cause a failure
of compliance with
CRTC
or
CFMH
broadcast
policies
and best practices.
If you are hosting a
guest who’s content
for whatever reason
requires a change
in format (a nonCanadian musician,
for example) you are
expected to notify the
Programming Director
prior to broadcast
to ensure that the
necessary steps are
taken to allow this
to happen (extra
Canadian
Content
will be programmed
elsewhere during the
broadcast day, for
example).
Until such time your guest undergoes the required approval
and training on the part of the Programming Department,
they continue to be considered a guest and not your cohost, they are not allowed to be on-air alone, and are not
yet considered to have the privileges of a trained, approved
programmer. You may not bring on co-hosts without approval
and training of the Programming Department. As licensed
broadcasters under the CRTC, under no circumstances are
unapproved, untrained individuals allowed to broadcast
without the supervision of a program’s approved, trained
host.

Disciplinary Policy
The following is a copy Local-FM’s disciplinary policy. Though
a dense read, it is here for your information so you know what
to expect if and when there is a problem, as well as what your
options are should such a situation arise. Please remember, if
things do come to this, it’s not the end of the world, and it can
be an opportunity to correct and or retrain for bad habits or
misunderstanding. As in all cases, we want you to be on the
public airwaves, and revoking broadcast privileges is never a
desired outcome except for in extreme cases.

members who are in good standing while safeguarding the
public’s open access to the airwaves.
In cases of discipline, Strikes are applied each time the actions
of a member or programmer purposefully or inadvertently:
1. Causes Dead Air or facilitates risk thereof.
2. Causes damage to studios or equipment, or facilitates
risk thereof (food or drinks in the studios, engages in willful,
intentional or neglectful misuse of equipment, unapproved
removal of equipment from premises).

That said, even though you have three chances to go out,
our Staff and Executive are here to help you hit a home run.
Here‘s how you can keep from striking out when you ‘re at
bat on the airwaves.

3. Behaves in such a fashion so as to give cause for concern
for the safety or security of the members and our studios
(harassment, illegal activity).

THREE STRIKES

4. Habitual or willful disregard for the practices and policies
of Local-FM and the CRTC.

The Local 107.3fm Executive and Programming Committees
are tasked with managing the needs and activities of our
membership. As such, guidance and discipline are a part of
this charge, with the
primary function in this
area being guidance.
Guidance may involve
intervening in areas
where it is apparent
that a programmer may
require reorientation
to certain policies or
practices to help them
continue producing
the best programming
they are able to, as well
as ensure that Local
107.3fm is compliant
with the tenants of
our licensing under
the CRTC. Guidance
will be undertaken on
a case by case basis,
in such a way that
benefits the individual
programmer(s)
involved.
Matters of discipline are less frequent and a disciplinary
approach is not the preferred perspective when our
administrative committees or staff is working with our
members. That said, in certain cases where there is open or
habitual neglect or disregard for Local-FM or CRTC policies or
practices, such that the nature of said activities could prove
catastrophic with regards to our licensing or could aversely
affect the abilities of our membership to produce quality
programming, discipline becomes an unfortunate necessity.
In ALL cases the priority of both guidance and disciplinary
matters is not to target members, but rather to retain

5. Misrepresents Local-fm on-air or in public so as to damage
or negatively misrepresent Local-FM or its members, via
defamation, unapproved solicitation of funds, etc.
6. Any matter in
which the Executive
or
Programming
Committees or Staff
feel that the ability
for the organization
to function legally,
efficiently and safely
is threatened to a
catastrophic degree.
In all cases, the
Programming
or
Executive Committees
reserve the right to
suspend or remove
programming
privileges
at
any
moment due to the
nature of a member’s
actions,
including
but limited to illegal
activity on Local-fm premises, severe breach of programming
policy, gross misconduct towards Local-fm, its property or its
members, or other such exceptional circumstances.
When a member incurs all 3 Strikes their programming
privileges will be suspended pending ruling from the
Programming or Executive Committee. Suspended members
have the opportunity to appeal Committee decisions within
30 days, and successful appeals will be awarded with the
return of programming privileges and the possibility of
probationary measure being put in place. A Strike is removed
after 1 calendar year has passed. Removed Strikes will not be
considered in future guidance or disciplinary matters unless
extenuating circumstances deem it appropriate.

Appendix

glossary of broadcast terminology &
crtc content categories
Local-FM & broadcast
Terminology

Backsell: The technique where the DJ announces the song
title and/or artist of the song that has just played.
Bed: A production element, usually instrumental music
or sound effect played in the background of a spoken
commercial, promo or on air break.
Broadcast Week: The broadcast week in which all broadcast
requirements must be followed is Sunday through Saturday,
6am to midnight.
Call Letters: CRTC-assigned call sign for a radio station. In
our case, CFMH.
Campus/Community Radio: A campus or community radio
station is owned, operated, managed and controlled by a
not-for-profit organization that provides for membership,
management, operation and programming primarily by
members of the community served. In its openness to
community involvement, campus and community stations
offer ongoing opportunities for training in the operation of
their station to volunteers from the community served.
Copy: The written material used in producing a PSA, promo,
or commercial.
Crossfade: The technique where a DJ fades out the out going
track at the same time as fading in the new track.
CanCon: Canadian Content. Open Format shows are required
to play 35% CanCon, while Specialty Format shows are
required to play 15% and Ethnic Programming 7%. In order
to count as CanCon, a Musical Selection must fulfill at least
2 or the 4 categories under MAPL (see MAPL). In order for a
Musical Selection to count as CanCon, it must be played in
its entirety.
CRTC: Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications
Commission. National office responsible for regulating and
supervising the broadcasting and telecommunications
systems in Canada.
CRTC Content Categories (CRTC#): Category codes by
which all on-air content is organized, including music, talk,
promos, etc. See CRTC Content Categories in this manual for
details.

other than one that is Aboriginal Canadian or from France or
the British Isles. Requires only 7% CanCon.
Fader: The slider on the mixer.
Fade in: To increase the volume of an audio channel from
nothing
Fade out: To decrease the volume of an audio channel to
nothing
Feedback: A loud noise produced when the amplified
sound from an output (Monitor) is picked up by an input
(microphone) feeding that loudspeaker. This can be
potentially damaging to the equipment effected and the
hearing of those listening.
FemCon: Any Musical Selection including performance
by a female artist. Suggested as a requirement at an NCRA
conference, but has instead been used as a guide to
encourage the broadcast of female performances.
Hit: A hit is any musical selection that has at any time,
reached a Top 40 position since the late 1960`s (when Top 40
became a commonplace commercial format) on 1 of the 11
music charts used by the CRTC. Campus/Community radio is
limited to 10%. The charts used to check hits are: Billboard
Canadian Hot 100, Billboard Hot 100 Singles, Billboard
Hot Country, Nielson BDS Country Spins, Canadian Music
Network Country Top 50 Audience, The Record Country, RPM
100 Country Tracks, RPM 100 Singles, RPM Retail Singles, The
Record Retail Singles. NOTE: Canadian Hits are considered
Non-Hits for 1 year from when they first enter the charts.
Instrumental: Any Musical Selection that is without lyrics or
singing and is primarily or exclusively produced by musical
instruments. Must be indicated on the Log Sheet.
Language: The language of a Musical or other selection
aired. Must be indicated on the Log Sheet.
Locally Produced Spoken Word: We are required to
broadcast at least 15% Spoken Word content that is produced
exclusively by or for our station. This includes all such logged
Spoken Word programming, news, banter, song introductions,
Station Ids, local PSAs, community announcements and
more. Other Spoken Word may be broadcast but it does not
count towards the 15%.

Dead Air: The time on-air where there is no audible
transmission.

Logs/Log Sheets: Broadcasters are required to keep audio
logs for 30 days and paper logs for 1 year. Logs must be filled
out accurately as they are quasi-legal documents.

Ethnic Programming: Programming in any language,
specifically directed to any culturally or racially distinct group

MAPL: Stands for Music, Artist, Performance, Lyrics. The
system used to determine whether a musical selection

qualifies as Canadian. 2 out of 4 categories must be Canadian
in order for a Musical Selection to qualify as CanCon. If a
selection is recorded before 1972, only 1 category is required.
For groups with mixed nationality, at least 50% of any credited
category must be Canadian.
Maritime: In-house musical category referring to any Musical
Selection by an artist from the Maritime Provinces (New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward Island).
Musical Selection: A term used by the CRTC to refer to a
song or an individual musical work.
NCRA: National Campus and Community Radio Association.
A not-for-profit organization, of which we are a member,
committed to volunteer-driven, non-profit, communityoriented radio across Canada. The NCRA and member stations
host an annual conference, as well as conduct lobby and
support work for broadcasters in the campus/community
sector.
Popular Music/Open Format Music: Popular music styles
(pop, rock, dance, hip-hop, etc.) require full adherence to
CRTC broadcast requirements concerning especially CanCon
(35%), New Music (15%) and Hits (10% maximum). These
Musical Selections are also known as Category 2.
Playbox/New Music: The Playbox is a selection of new music
selected by our Music Department. As part of our license
mandate to continue exposing emerging Canadian artists,
Open Format shows are required to air 15% Playbox/New
Music, while Specialty Format shows are required to air 5-10%.
We track Playbox spins which then inform our local charts as
well as !earshot, the National Campus and Community Radio
Report published by the NCRA.
Program Description: Required on Log Sheets, a simple few
words describing the content of your radio program.
Programming Committee: A group elected by the
membership to represent various aspects of the community
served and administer decisions concerning programmers,
policy, training and all other matters concerning
programming.
Promo: An announcement (either recorded or live) used to
promote the station’s programming, image or other event.
PSA: Public Service Announcement, offered to non-profit
community groups and events free of charge. Send to psa@
cfmh.ca
SOCAN: Society of Composers, Authors and Music Publishers
of Canada. An organization that represents the Canadian
performing rights of member artists and publishers. We
are audited semi-regularly by SOCAN in order to calculate
royalty payments. During these audits, DJs are required to fill
out an additional SOCAN log sheet for all Canadian Musical
Selections.

Special Interest Music/Specialty Format: Special Interest
Music is allowed decreased content requirements concerning
CanCon (15%) and New Music (5-10%), while Ethnic
Programming is required to play only 7%. These Musical
Selections are also known as Category 3 and includes jazz
and blues, world beat and international, etc.
Station ID: Station Identification. A practice of radio and
television stations identifying themselves on air by means of
a call sign or brand name. This is required at a minimum of
once per hour as part of our CRTC broadcasting license.
Studio A: Studio A is Local-FM’s primary live broadcast
booth.
Studio B: Studio B is Local-FM’s secondary production
booth.

CRTC Content categories &
subcategories
Content Category 1 - Spoken Word
This category includes the following two subcategories:
Content Subcategory 11: News The recounting and reporting of local, regional, national and international events of the
day or recent days, with particular emphasis on the topicality of the events or situations selected, or on the constant
updating of information, or both as well as background material about current events when included in newscasts but
excluding weather, traffic and sports and entertainment reports.
Content Subcategory 12: Spoken word-other All programming with the exception of material falling under subcategory 11-News and categories 2, 3, 4 and 5 (Popular Music,
Special Interest Music, Musical Production and Advertising).
Content Category 2 - Popular Music
This encompasses musical selections in the genres or groups
of genres set out below:
Content Subcategory 21: Pop, rock and dance This refers to
music from the entire pop, rock and dance music spectrum.
Examples include all types of rock music, including soft rock,
hard rock, classic rock, heavy metal, modern rock, alternative
rock, jazz rock, folk rock, and blues rock. It also includes pop,
rock & roll, rhythm & blues from the fifties and sixties, soul,
dance, techno, rap, hiphop, urban, and contemporary rhythm
& blues. This includes musical selections listed in charts such
as AC (Adult Contemporary), Hot AC, Pop Adult, AOR (AlbumOriented Rock), CHR (Contemporary Hit Radio), Alternative,
Modern, Adult Alternative, Active Rock, Dance, R&B, Urban,
and Techno, compiled and published by music trade publications.
Content Subcategory 22: Country & country-oriented This
includes country & western, country music recorded since

the 1950s, new country, and other country-oriented styles. It
includes musical selections listed in Country charts compiled
and published by music trade publications.
Content Subcategory 23: Acoustic This refers to music performed in an acoustic style that draws largely from Category
2 Popular music genres.
Content Subcategory 24: Easy listening Easy listening includes easy listening instrumentals, adult standards, middleof-the-road and beautiful music.
Content Category 3 - Special Interest Music
This encompasses musical selections in the genres or groups
of genres set out below:
Content Subcategory 31: Concert Concert music includes
the whole spectrum of the “classical” music traditions, including opera and operetta. It also includes extended dramatic
excerpts of popular musical theatre when performed in a
full-cast version. It does not include orchestrations of “popular music,” however classical in form.
Content Subcategory 32: Folk and folk-oriented This genre
includes authentic, traditional folk music, as well as contemporary folk-oriented music, that draw substantially on
traditional folk music in style and performance. It includes
old-time country music recorded before the 1950s, and traditional bluegrass.
Content Subcategory 33: World beat and international This
genre includes world beat music that draws heavily from the
traditional music styles of countries throughout the world. It
also includes music from the popular, folk and classical music
traditions of countries throughout the world that are played
in instrumental form or sung in languages other than English
and French.
Content Subcategory 34: Jazz and blues This includes both
historic and contemporary music in the jazz and blues traditions. Examples of music in the jazz tradition include ragtime,
Dixieland, “golden age” swing, modern swing, bebop, “cool”
jazz, modern, avant-garde, Latin-oriented jazz, jazz-funk, soft
contemporary jazz, contemporary jazz fusion and other contemporary and emerging jazz styles. Examples of music in
the blues tradition include classic blues, delta blues, Chicago
blues, and contemporary blues music.
Content Subcategory 35: Non-classic religious This refers to
music of religious faiths. It also includes gospel music, hymns,
and contemporary Christian music.
Content Subcategory 36: Experimental Music The unconventional and non-traditional uses of instruments and sound
equipment to create new sounds and an orchestration of
these sounds. This includes audio-art, turntablism, musique
actuelle, electro acoustic and sound ecology. While it may
involve the use of previously recorded sounds to create new

sounds and orchestrations, it does not include spinning or
beat mixing where the alterations of previously recorded
tracks are limited to mixes between two or more pieces or
samples.
Content Category 4 - Musical Production
Musical matter broadcast by a station to identify itself or any
of the components of its programming, including musical
linking devices used to highlight elements of the broadcast
service. For greater particularity, this category includes the
following five subcategories:
Content Subcategory 41: Musical themes, bridges and
stingers Musical selections used to identify particular program segments, or to extend programming segments to the
end of their allotted time as well as applause, brief musical
and other sound effects intended to punctuate the presentation of other broadcast matter, where this matter is less than
one minute in duration.
Content Subcategory 42: Technical tests Broadcast matter
intended to be used for the purposes of technical tests by the
station or its listeners.
Content Subcategory 43: Musical station identification
Short musical selections designed to identify the station by
call letters or frequency.
Content Subcategory 44: Musical identification of announcers, programs Musical material identifying and accompanying the use of specific announcers, programs or programming elements.
Content Subcategory 45: Musical promotion of announcers, programs Musical material promoting increased listening to specific announcers, programs or programming elements.
Content Category 5 - Advertising
Broadcast matter intended to promote services or products
offered to the public by persons normally advertising in the
course of their business. For greater particularity, this category includes the following three subcategories:
Content Subcategory 51: Commercial announcement A
commercial announcement for a business, product or service, presented in return for consideration.
Content Subcategory 52: Sponsor identification Identification of the sponsor of a program or program segment other
than under subcategories 51 and 53.
Content Subcategory 53: Promotion with sponsor mention
Verbal or musical material promoting increased listening to
the station or to specific announcers, programs or programming elements, when accompanied by the identification of
a sponsor.

